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Nick Ceratto, a young, cracker jack litigator looking for a partnership in the prestigious Philadelphia law
firm of Maglio, Silvio, and Levin discovers his firm's dark seceret for increasing it's bottom line while
preparing a medical malpractice case for trial.The partners are setting up major cases by seriously injuring
and even murdering their clients to produce huge jury awards. When the firm discovers he knows, Nick's
only hope is to stay one step ahead of the hitman long enough to intentionally lose his case and expose the
firm's corruption. As his mission careens towards an explosive climax, the only question left, is whose lives
will be sacrificed along the way.

BLOOD MONEY is a classic examination of the duality of the American justice system, it's strengths and
weaknesses, and the interplay between it and raw ambition.

BLOOD MONEY is a disturbing depiction of a system gone wrong, and the one time golden boy who is
finally able to understand the bigger picture and remember the oath taken and his dream that was once so
clear.

REVIEWS:

"For anyone who already dislikes lawyers, Blood Money will feed your disdain. It's an insider's view of
how the law is played as a dirty business, and how nothing -- least of all, the law itself -- will stop the
"worst of the worst" players from getting their way." ~ E.J. Beard, 5-Stars

"I must recommend to you Blood Money (an apt title), an excellent book, a real thriller. I just finished the
book. Actually I just started it, and then finished it in record time because I could not put it down." ~ Rick
Pickwick, 5-Stars
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From reader reviews:

Geraldine Dube:

The book Blood Money can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. Exactly why
must we leave a good thing like a book Blood Money? Wide variety you have a different opinion about
guide. But one aim that book can give many data for us. It is absolutely suitable. Right now, try to closer
with your book. Knowledge or facts that you take for that, you are able to give for each other; it is possible to
share all of these. Book Blood Money has simple shape however, you know: it has great and massive
function for you. You can seem the enormous world by open up and read a e-book. So it is very wonderful.

James Ronquillo:

Reading a e-book can be one of a lot of exercise that everyone in the world enjoys. Do you like reading book
thus. There are a lot of reasons why people love it. First reading a reserve will give you a lot of new info.
When you read a e-book you will get new information simply because book is one of many ways to share the
information or their idea. Second, looking at a book will make you actually more imaginative. When you
looking at a book especially fictional book the author will bring someone to imagine the story how the
personas do it anything. Third, you may share your knowledge to other individuals. When you read this
Blood Money, it is possible to tells your family, friends along with soon about yours e-book. Your
knowledge can inspire different ones, make them reading a publication.

Sonia Cancel:

Playing with family within a park, coming to see the sea world or hanging out with pals is thing that usually
you may have done when you have spare time, in that case why you don't try thing that really opposite from
that. A single activity that make you not feeling tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you are
ride on and with addition of information. Even you love Blood Money, you can enjoy both. It is very good
combination right, you still would like to miss it? What kind of hang-out type is it? Oh come on its mind
hangout folks. What? Still don't understand it, oh come on its named reading friends.

Brittany Schafer:

Does one one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt when you are in the book store? Aim to
pick one book that you find out the inside because don't ascertain book by its deal with may doesn't work at
this point is difficult job because you are afraid that the inside maybe not while fantastic as in the outside
search likes. Maybe you answer can be Blood Money why because the wonderful cover that make you
consider in regards to the content will not disappoint anyone. The inside or content is definitely fantastic as
the outside or maybe cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly make suggestions to pick up this book.
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